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1: River Crossing Puzzles and Adult Brain Teasers
Level 2: Cross the River In this level students will attempt to cross the ENTIRE river. If they make it to the island, it acts
as a "Checkpoint" where they can "Save their game".

Major themes[ edit ] Dislocation and restoration The feeling of loss and pain in the novel stems from one main
thing: Dislocation is the one thing that creates all the painful stories. Martha never would have lost her
husband and daughter. And Travis never would have died in Italy. All of these characters died in lands that
were strange to them, suggesting that the characters were ill at ease in their new environments ever since they
were taken from Africa. The narrator at the beginning and end of the text, however, is still optimistic,
reasoning that his children will still reach the other side of the river â€” their true home â€” if they are
determined and willing to survive. Nash became so delusional in Africa as a missionary that he was almost
like a white slave driver himself, forcing the natives to work for him and scoffing at their ideas of religion and
cultural practices. Martha, on the other hand, looked for freedom on the West Coast , and Travis fell in love
with a white woman. All of these characters defied the expectation that blacks would live low, submissive
lives and fulfill the desires of the white man. Contradiction of emancipation and restriction The irony in
Crossing the River is that though Nash, Martha, and Travis are all "free," they still are restricted in many
ways. They each deal with their newly found freedom in different ways: Nash agrees to go to Africa as one in
few educated and freed black men. Later, however, he becomes limited and restricted in his own view of the
world â€” he sees things as a slave owner might toward the end of the novel. Freedom for Martha comes at the
cost of her life as she escapes the Hoffmans in Kansas. Travis, whose story occurs after the Emancipation
Proclamation , is technically free but is still bound by a white culture that refuses to accept his relationship
with a white woman. Instead of freedom enhancing their world view, freedom impedes them and is one more
obstacle that they must overcome before they can reach the far side of the river. Christianity and its relation to
morality and hypocrisy Christians in Crossing the River are presented somewhat negatively. Martha, having
lost her husband and daughter and everything worthwhile in her life, completely lost faith in everything,
including religion. The Hoffmans try to sell Martha when the family decides they want to move to California.
Their decision demonstrates a lack of strong morals despite their religion. Joyce seemed to want some sort of
reconciliation with her cold, distanced mother and hoped that religion could fill the gap between them. They
all tried to force their beliefs on people that they deemed were below them. Travis alone seems to be the one
person who maintains Christian beliefs without becoming a hypocrite. He never pushes Joyce to accept his
religion. Literary significance and reception[ edit ] Crossing the River has been translated into various
languages and is internationally acclaimed for its portrayal of the realities of the African diaspora. It has sold
hundreds of thousands of copies since its initial publication in and has become required reading in universities
across the country. An impressively controlled performance. Phillips distills the African diaspora to an
essence, bitter, and unforgettable. A stirring meditation on the hardship and perseverance of people torn from
home. For even though the text was written by a white woman, it was essential in stirring up much antislavery
sentiment â€” even in countries as far away as England. Eliza and Eliza Mae are both long-lost daughters.
Eliza eventually meets her mother in Canada. Martha, on the other hand, only meets Eliza Mae in her dreams
and finds that Eliza Mae has changed her name to Cleo. Martha reports that "all was not right" p. Martha dies
moments afterward, signaling her release from the anxiety of not finding her daughter. Through death, Martha
is finally able to overcome the pain of her life and "cross the river. World War II , however, takes on a greater
significance in the novel since it is actually occurring at the time that Joyce tells her narrative. The text
mentions Adolf Hitler , ration books, the Axis powers , Benito Mussolini , Neville Chamberlain , Winston
Churchill , blackout curtains, Jerry planes, and even a lack of basic hygiene products such as scented soap so
that the reader gets the idea of what it was to actually live in that time period. The first died when Germans
bombed her small town because it had a steel manufacturing plant, and the second died in Italy, just a few
weeks before the end of the war. The society actually existed until The society closely monitored and
controlled Liberia until its independence in Awards and nominations[ edit ] James Tait Black Memorial Prize
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for fiction , the University of Edinburgh in Scotland recognizes the best literature written in the English
language.
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2: Cross River (Nigeria) - Wikipedia
The Cross and the River: Ethiopia, Egypt, and the Nile [Haggai Erlich] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. New copy. Fast shipping. Will be shipped from US.

Further Discussion Flowers How many flowers do I have if all of them are roses except two, all of them are
tulips except two, and all of them are daisies except two? There are 2 solutions: Subtraction How many times
can you subtract the number 2 from the number 32? After you subtract 2 from 32, you subtract 2 from 30,
from 28, and so on. Square Why is it better for manhole covers to be round rather than square? You can turn a
square manhole cover sideways and drop it down the diagonal of the manhole. You cannot drop a round
manhole cover down the manhole. Therefore, round manhole covers are safer and more practical than square
ones. Further Discussion The Barbershop Puzzle A traveler arrives in a small town and decides he wants to get
a haircut. There are only two barbershops in town - one on East Street and one on West Street. The East Street
barbershop is a mess, and the barber has the worst haircut the traveler has ever seen. Which barbershop does
the traveler go to for his haircut, and why? The traveler goes to have his hair cut at the barbershop on East
Street. He figures that since there are only two barbershops in town the East Street barber must have his hair
cut by the West Street barber and vice versa. By the way, the reason the West Street barbershop is so clean and
neat is that it seldom gets customers. A hated C and decided to kill him - he poisoned the water in his sack
only C had water. B also wanted to kill C not knowing that the water of C had been already poisoned and so B
made a hole into the sack of C and the water spilt out. A few days later C died of thirst. Who was the murderer
- A or B? Well, this is a hard one. In my opinion, there is no clear solution. Each point of view is correct,
somehow. Most of the people would say that A is the murderer. Solicitor of B would stress 2 things: B just
made C live longer, even if he did not mean to the poison might have killed C earlier. However, solicitor of A
could present the following argument: Smullyan pointed out the moral, legal and logical point of view. It is
morally clear that both A and B are guilty of homicide attempt. Legally, 2 different courts could judge them in
2 different ways. And logic gives us the opportunity to write a whole book on this topic. Two days later her
older twin brother, Terry, celebrated his birthday. At the time she went into labor, the mother of the twins was
travelling by boat. The older twin, Terry, was born first early on March 1st. The boat then crossed the
International Date line or any time zone line and Kerry, the younger twin, was born on February the 28th. In a
leap year the younger twin celebrates her birthday two days before her older brother.
3: Styx (River) | Mythology Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The ongoing Egyptian-Ethiopian dispute over the Nile waters is potentially one of the most difficult issues on the current
international agenda, central to the very life of the two countries.

4: crossing the river with a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage
Crossing the River is a historical novel by British author Caryl Phillips, published in The Village Voice calls it "a fearless
reimagining of the geography and meaning of the African diaspora.".

5: The Cross and the River: Ethiopia, Egypt, and the Nile - á¸¤agai Erlikh - Google Books
Cross The River Cross The River Online - Play Cross The River Online! Description: Cross The River reviews are below
and you can play online games at www.enganchecubano.com

6: Joshua and the Israelites Cross the Jordan River
Cross the River Puzzle is a free online flash game. Follow the rules to get the entire family across the river in this
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challenging puzzle.

7: Cross The River - Online Games
cross the river free download - Cross River, Princess. Cross the river, River Cross Church, and many more programs.

8: Desperate Central American refugees cross into Mexico from river | World news | The Guardian
Crossing the River (with a Wolf, a Goat, and a Cabbage) Sailor Cat needs to bring a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage across
the river. The boat is tiny and can only carry one passenger at a time.

9: The National Shrine of Cross in the Woods
Three humans, one big monkey and two small monkeys are to cross a river: Only humans and the big monkey can row
the boat. At all times, the number of humans on either side of the river must be greater or equal to the number of
monkeys on that side.
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